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Q&A with Anuj Shah
and Jean Muller of
Khaitan & Co.

1. DESPITE THE PANDEMIC, KHAITAN &
CO OPENED AN OFFICE IN SINGAPORE.
WHAT DROVE DRIVERS THAT
DECISION?
Jean: Over the last two decades, India has
gradually integrated into the global economy
and now legal advisors here do a lot of crossborder work. Singapore is the preferred hub in
the Asia-Pacific for deal-making since it hosts
a critical mass of advisors, decision-makers
and providers of capital. We wanted to help our
clients address this increasingly complicated
world and so acted accordingly.

We are seeing unparalleled demand for Indian
legal services in Singapore. So, this decision made
perfect sense. It took a couple of years to carefully
plan our first foray overseas but we believe the
market has reached a point where we can add
value for our clients by setting up a local presence.
2. WHY IS SINGAPORE SO IMPORTANT
TO INDIAN BUSINESSES?
Anuj: We see a convergence of
factors. Singapore’s financial markets were
always critical to Indian businesses, even
more so nowadays with new sources of funds
to tap for stressed and distressed players.
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Another factor is the Indian corporate environment is highly litigious. Given the delays to
get justice in India, international arbitration
has become prevalent, with Singapore-seated
arbitrations getting the lion’s share of that
market. Today, a majority of SIAC cases involve
an Indian party, and many of the disputed
contracts are governed by Indian laws.
In recent years, many Indian business
owners and high-net-worth individuals have
relocated their assets and/or families to
Singapore. The city-state is a springboard to
explore global markets, either through family
offices or restructured holding companies.
Lastly, several new Indian businesses set their
holding companies in Singapore with an eye
on an eventual public listing. This is amplified
by the wave of de-SPAC transactions hitting
Indian shores. It is much easier to merge a
Singapore entity with a SPAC.
3. HOW WILL YOU POSITION YOUR
FIRM TO COMPETE IN SUCH A
SATURATED MARKET?
Jean: Our value proposition is clear and
unique. We exclusively provide top-end
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Indian law services to Indian and foreign
clients based out of Singapore. We will have a
team on the ground able to handhold clients
through projects and leverage the expertise of
150+ partners based in India.
While Singapore
already has a rich
ecosystem of law
firms, we see that
depth as an advantage. We will not
compete directly
with international
or regional firms
but will aim to
enhance collaboration. For example, global financial sponsors
entering the Indian market may want to
be supported by a combination of their
preferred international advisors and local
experts working symbiotically. Similarly, on
arbitration matters, we may need to team
up with a Singaporean firm for procedural
aspects. We could also support international
firms in the interpretation of Indian law
clauses in a disputed contract.
4. COULD YOU TELL US MORE ABOUT
YOUR PRACTICE AND ITS RELEVANCE
TO THIS CORRIDOR?
Anuj: I am primarily a cross-border M&A
lawyer. Over the years, I have developed niche
expertise in two market segments, namely
insurance M&A and supporting owners of
large Indian businesses on bet-the-company
operations, including transformative transactions and critical disputes.

These areas have a significant Singapore
angle for us:
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• a lot of our Indian HNWI clients have a
presence in the city-state; and
• many get into cross-border disputes
too. For example, my biggest matter in
the last few quarters has been a major
arbitration, for which I advise a HNWI
client in collaboration with our Dispute
Resolution team.
5. WHAT ABOUT KHAITAN & CO’S
LONGER-TERM AMBITIONS IN
THE REGION?
Jean: Our ambition will always be to provide
top-quality Indian law advice. Through that
office, we may over time cover more practice
areas and, depending on the success of our
Singapore venture, we may in the longer-run
use those lessons to explore offices in other
major international legal hubs as well.

Anuj Shah
Anuj Shah is a partner in M&A and Private
Client Practice with Khaitan & Co. Anuj has
over 15 years of experience advising corporations, financial institutions, private equity
sponsors and sovereign wealth funds in a
broad range of corporate matters and M&A
transactions. He also acts as a trusted advisor
to several Indian promoters on a wide range
of personal and corporate matters.
Jean Muller
Jean Muller is director of strategy with
Khaitan & Co. Jean has over 12 years of
experience as a strategy professional in
Europe, the UK and India. He oversees the
firm’s international coverage and business
development function, while supporting
many other long term strategic initiatives.

• many cross-border JVs in India’s insurance sector involve stakeholders based
in Singapore;
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